OVERRIDE THE VETO OF HB365
HB 365 increases the allowable size of a renewable electric project that a community or business can use to selfgenerate power (aka “net meter”) to 5 megawatts. The bill includes safeguards so savings to all NH ratepayers are
maximized and there is no cost-shifting or subsidies.

HB 365 is a Solution to High Electricity Costs and Lack of New Supply
HB 365 provides NH businesses and communities another option to power their facilities. Increasing the local supply of
electricity will lower costs for all ratepayers. Local power will avoid the high costs of transmitting electricity from distant
power plants and improve fuel security and grid reliability.

Setting the Record Straight on the Veto of HB 365
Passing HB 365 will have significant positive impacts for NH including:

Rolfe Canal Hydro, Boscawen/Penacook

Ratepayer savings on electric bills from locally produced power
Increased state & local tax revenues from local producers will lower the burden
on other taxpayers
Reduced regulatory barriers to producing low-cost, home-grown renewable
energy
Greater energy independence & reduced price volatility
A defense against regional cost-shifting by other states onto NH ratepayers
Improved grid diversity & reliability
Tens of millions in new investment & well-paying local jobs
No siting issues related to eminent domain / property rights that are faced by
pipelines, power lines, & power plants

HB 365 Will NOT Result in Cost-Shifting or
Subsidies
The PUC found little to no evidence of cost-shifting from net metering
The HB 365 fiscal note does not support the claim of costs or subsidies
Utilities will use net-metered power to offset imported power, saving all
ratepayers money and mitigating cost shifting
Net metering rules ensure fair and equitable rates for all ratepayers

Brentwood Fire Station Solar

By using more locally produced energy, NH’s peak demand will be reduced, the need for expensive transmission
will be reduced, and line losses will be reduced – to the benefit of all NH ratepayers instead of utility
shareholders. By using more locally produced energy, NH can also better manage its share of regional costs,
including transmission, the fastest growing part of our electricity bills. This leads to lower electricity costs for all
Granite Staters.

The Legislature can help. Stand with your constituents. Stand with NH energy.
NH House and Senate lawmakers overwhelmingly supported HB 365 in the House & Senate.
Please do so again. Override the Veto on HB 365.
#OverridetheVeto

# Yes on HB365

#NHSavings

#NHEnergyIndependence

Significant Energy Contributions
NH hydro facilities under 1 MW are currently saving
NH businesses and communities about $750,000 per
year
NH hydro facilities of 1-5 MWs could save NH
businesses and communities an additional $2 - $2.5
million per year
100MW of NH solar will generate enough electricity to
power 16,000 homes
Lower Village Hydro, Claremont

HB365 is Critical to
Lowering Costs &
Increasing NH's
Energy Independence
Lancaster Wastewater Plant Solar

Positive Economic Impacts
The NH solar industry supports over 1,000 well-paying jobs
NH hydro plants directly employ more than 100 NH
residents and purchase over $1 million per year in NH
goods and services
In one year, 100MW of clean, local, community solar can
generate $150 million of private investment
NH hydro plants pay an estimated $2.5 - $3 million per year
in property taxes, business taxes, lease payments and fees –
and would pay even more under HB 365
SFR Hydro, Milton
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